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with absolute precision.  Cups are won—and lost—by
such tiny margins.
"He is all right at Church Leap—took Battledore
nicely—turned rather late at Shuttlecock—is going well
in the straight—about 59.2,1 think." So talks an expert
as the competitor negotiates the various points of the
course, and then the clock clicks as the tape is broken
at the finish. "59.6 seconds," reads the Colonel "Please
check it." Fischbacher has completed the course at an
average of about forty-six miles per hour (on the fastest
portion of the Run attaining nearly eighty m.p.h.) with
his head about two feet off the ice.
It is a severe test of nerves for the competitors to sit
at the top of the Run, waiting for their call. There is the
person to whom every novice is eternally grateful—
Captain J. S. Coats- This magnificent rider has always
a word of encouragement at the psychological moment.
They tell me that the first time you go "from the top"
(the full course) the clang of that bell sounds like a
funeral note.
Certainly no more popular rider has ever been down
the Cresta Run than "Jimmy" Coats, No wonder there
was loud cheering with much congratulation in the Kulm
Hotel when the cup was presented to him for winning
his fifth Grand National. It is a very big achievement
for a man in his middle forties to defeat many com-
petitors of half his age in a test such as is involved on
the Cresta. One big reason for his success is that he
blends science with courage; he studies all the conditions
with the precision of a mathematician,
"To ride well is not simple. It takes time and study*
There is no short cut. All attempts at this lead to the
hospital," reads the annual report of the Cresta Run,

